Use the word list under the puzzle to find the hidden words. The words are across, down or diagonal. Make a circle around the words as you find them.

WORD SEARCH

AFTER  HOW  TAKE  THINK
EVERY  KNOW  THANK  WALK
GIVE  LIVE  THEM  WERE
GOING  ROUND  THEN  WHEN

B N O V S E B P H T Z J Z Q I
I L U A K O X H T W D I T W V
A H K A W N O E D Q H U H E M
X O T T N A O H U N Z E A W T
S W Z H F E L U W X E A N Z V
F J Y I Y E Q K V R R F K W B
B T Q N E U Z A E K O B Q P Y
H J D K G J Y W J E C A X A Q
W K C K G R W O T B L I V E C
M R T I E O D R H X T K N O W
P G D V W N I L E S H H S N E
P W E X U Z F N M C W E E V W
H N J O S H M X G E Y J I N V
T R R S M A F T E R M G F K S
N X H Q X M N U G T N V R V G